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Algorithm design and analysis [5], Artificial Intelligence [6], Computational
modeling [7], Computer science [8], Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) [9],
constraint solving [10], constraint theory [11], Databases [12], Genetic algorithms
[13], Local search [14], local search techniques [15], Mathematics [16],
operations research [17], Processor scheduling [18], random walk methods [19],




In the paper we describe a theoretical framework to model local search as the
computation of a fixed point of functions. There are only few studies of theoretical
frameworks for local search, this work allows one to simulate standard strategies
used for local search and to easily design new strategies in a uniform framework.
The use of this framework is illustrated through the description of Tabu search
and random walk methods for solving different instances of Sudoku problem.
Notes Date du colloque : 07/2008
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